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Funding Proposal                              for Deloitte Thailand (new version) 

  
Child’s Dream Foundation would like to support the following project as outlined below: 

 

Project concerned: Reconstruction of three boarding houses for about 70 Karen children as 

well as of two class rooms and renovation of one existing class room in a 

remote village called Mae La Noi, located in the mountainous area of the 

Mae Hong Son province in northern Thailand.  

  

Implemented and funded by: Child’s Dream Foundation 
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Child’s Dream is incorporated in Switzerland as a charitable society and in Thailand 

as a charitable foundation supporting underprivileged children in the Mekong Sub-

Region. We would like to support the reconstruction of three boarding houses for 

about 70 children as well as two class rooms and the renovation of one existing 

class room in the remote Mae La Noi village.  

The new infrastructure will allow these children to better focus on their education 

and therefore, have better opportunities for themselves and their community in the 

future. Education is the most important factor for sustainable development and a 

peaceful coexistence in a community. By supporting the construction of a new 

accommodation and the renovation of three classrooms we aim to improve the living 

conditions of these children. 

We hope that you will find this project interesting and that you help us in making an 

enormous positive impact on many children’s lives.  
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1.  Who is Child’s Dream  The Child’s Dream Team 

Child’s Dream is a charitable society incorporated in Switzerland (ZGB, article 60ff) and 

has been tax-exempt by the tax authorities of Canton Zurich as well as by the federal tax 

authorities. It is also registered as a Thai Charitable Foundation.  

Our mission is to support underprivileged children in the Mekong Sub-Region (Thailand, 

Burma, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam). This area is at the core of many humanitarian 

crises such as human trafficking, exploitation of children and the spread of HIV/AIDS.  

From our office in Chiang Mai, we selectively provide support to ‘grass-roots’ projects, 

which are in dire need of help and care for children. We want to prevent exploitation of 

children (child prostitution, child soldiering, child labor and child trafficking) through 

improving living conditions and education standards, through helping children to take 

pride in themselves and through restoring their dignity and instilling healthy values 

towards life and society. 

Since its establishment in October 2003, Child’s Dream implemented over 40 projects 

(see the red dots on the map) all over the Mekong Sub-Region ranging from educational 

infrastructures (nurseries, schools, vocational training centers and colleges), 

orphanages and water & electricity systems to a children in-patient hospital ward. We 

are also providing stationery to countless schools as well as clothes and uniforms to 

over 3400 refugee children. In order to complete the education cycle, we offer 

scholarships to talented, but financially underprivileged university students. 

In order to ensure an optimal use of the funds, Child’s Dream provides infrastructure 

(schools, shelters, water systems, etc.), as well as personal items to meet health and 

educational needs (clothes, stationary, etc.) directly to the projects concerned. 

The two co-founders, Marc Jenni and Daniel Siegfried, had been working for UBS in 

Asia for many years until they realized that money not only didn’t make them happy, but 

that it also distorted their sense of reality. More information about the founders can be 

found at www.childsdream.org/en/aboutfounders.asp. 

 
 

 

 
From left: Watt, Sallo, U, Daniel, Say Thong, 
Marc & Tai 

The Child’s Dream Project Map 

 

About 70% of all charitable funds raised originate from private individuals mostly residing in Switzerland, Hong Kong and Singapore. 

We are also proud to be supported by the following corporations and institutions (full list of our corporate sponsors is available at 

http://www.childsdream.org/en/ourSponsors.asp): 

� Embassy of Switzerland, Bangkok, Thailand, www.eda.admin.ch/bangkok_emb/e/home.html 

� UBS, Singapore, www.ubs.com  

� Credit Suisse, Asia Pacific, www.creditsuisse.com 

� Migros Genossenschafts-Bund, Zurich, www.migros.com 

� Siam City Cement, Bangkok, www.siamcitycement.com 

� Novartis, Basel, www.novartis.com  

� Marc Faber Limited, Hong Kong, www.gloomboomdoom.com 

Given our lean structure, we are proud of maintaining an administration expense ratio below 10% (currently 6%). 
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2.  Situational analysis 

Approximately 550,000 people from different hill tribes are living in Thailand. Most of 

them migrated to Thailand from Tibet, China, Burma or Laos in the 19th and 20th 

centuries and live in the mountainous areas in the north and west. The government 

recognizes nine ethnic minorities under its umbrella term "hill tribe". Although the 

majority of these people were born in Thailand, many of them do not have birth 

certificates, which means they have no citizenship, no identification cards, and thus no 

legal identity and are therefore, considered illegal aliens in their own country. Access 

to basic entitlements like education, health care and land ownership are restricted. 

Being marginalized, these people, and especially the children, are very vulnerable.  

Mae La Noi lies in the Mae Hong Son province. The community’s school 

provides about 120 Karen children aged between four and 18 with 

education. All of them have an ID card.  

The Lum Nam Wittaya School is a Thai government school with six teachers 

offering primary and secondary education. The community asked Child’s 

Dream to help them with the construction of new boarding houses and the 

renovation of three class rooms.  

Usually we do not support Thai government schools in order not to take 

away this responsibility from the Thai government. However, one of Child’s 

Dream’s main goals is the children’s integration into society in order to 

increase their employability. Thus we decided to cooperate with the school to 

support their efforts to later integrate these children into Thai society without 

losing their own culture. The main responsibility for the school building and       

Mae La Noi its maintenance remains with the Thai government. 

The majority of the students live too far away to walk to school every day. During the rainy season the village can only be reached by 

motorcycle or on foot. Therefore the community built some accommodations a few years ago, which are in a very bad shape and no 

longer safe for the students. By giving these children the opportunity to study in the Lum Nam Wittaya school, we offer them regular 

access to education and provide them with better chances to lead a successful life.  

 

3. Reconstruction of two new class rooms and three new boarding houses for the Lum Nam Wittaya School in Mae La Noi 

The Lum Nam Wittaya School has six class rooms. Three of these class rooms are in 

very bad shape. Two of them need to be reconstructed, whereas one has to be 

renovated in order to ensure a safe and inspiring learning environment.  

To also offer students from far away an opportunity to study, the school arranged for 

accommodation where approximately 70 students are living. However, the shelters 

are in very bad condition.  

Child’s Dream agreed to reconstruct two class rooms, to renovate one class room and 

to rebuild three boarding houses (measuring 5x10 meters) including two toilets each 

as well as a kitchen. We will also finance the beds and the furniture. We herewith not only allow more children to stay close to the 

school and attend classes regularly, but also provide a considerable upgrade in safety, hygiene and comfort standards.  

Deloitte’s donation will be fully allocated to the reconstruction of the class rooms as well as the boarding houses, whereas Child’s 

Dream will cover the costs for the renovation of one class room as well as for the construction of the kitchen with donations from our 

general donation pool. 
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4.  Budget 

 
Three Boarding houses 

Description Unit Quantity Unit Cost Amount 

Materials     

Wood    57,174 

Plaster Bag 240 135  32,400 

Rough sand Cubic 36 500  18,000 

Stones Cubic 9 880  7,920 

Sand Cubic 9 550  4,950 

Cement blocks Block 3,300 5 16,500 

Cement blocks Block 450 12 5,400 

Cement tubes Tube 18 250  4,500 

Pillars  45 120 5,400 

Roof tiles Tiles 660 38  25,080 

Roof top ridge Tiles 90 40 3,600 

Ceiling plates Piece 60 80  4,800 

Toilets Piece 6 250  1,500 

Materials for toilets    16,830 

Screws (different sizes)    3,120 

Nails (different sizes)     4,455 

Various smaller materials    2,670 

Sub-Total Materials    214,299 

Finishing materials     

Window frames (different sizes) Piece 18 800 14,400 

Windows (different sizes) Piece 42 565 23,700 

Window materials    3,852 

Doors  Piece 6 1,000 6,000 

Door materials    2,340 

Sub-Total Interior    50,292  

Paint     

Paint     6,660  

Sub-Total Paint    6,660 

Labour     

Labour    52,200 

Specialist    45,000 

Sub-Total Labour    97,200 

Transportation     

Transportation    81,600 

Sub-Total Transportation       81,600  

Sub-Total Material, Labour and Transportation    450,051 

     

Administration and contingency budget of 10%    45,005 

Grand Total    495,056 
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Two Class Rooms 

Description Unit Quantity Unit Cost Amount 

Materials     

Wood    30,256 

Wooden poles (different sizes)    7,860 

Smooth sand Cubic 6 550 3,300 

Rough sand Cubic 20 500 10,000 

Stones Cubic 5 2,200 11,000 

Cement  Bag 150 135 20,250 

Cement bricks Piece 300 12 3,600 

Bricks Piece 2000 5 10,000 

Concrete short poles Piece 30 120 3,600 

Tiles and covers    20,400 

Iron  120 80 9,600 

Faucet Piece 8 65 520 

Wire Kg 6 40 240 

Screws (different sizes)    2,290 

Nails (different sizes)    2,970 

Sub-Total Materials    135,886 

Finishing materials     

Window frames     9,500 

Window panels    13,500 

Window materials    3,210 

Doors     7,000 

Door materials    1,560 

Sub-Total Interior    34,770 

Paint     

Paint     4,440 

Sub-Total Paint    4,440 

Labour     

Labour    29,000 

Specialist    25,000 

Sub-Total Labour    54,000 

Transportation     

Transportation    20,000 

Sub-Total Transportation     20,000 

Sub-Total Material, Labour and Transportation    249,096 

     

Administration and contingency budget of 10%    24,910 

Grand Total    274,006 
 

 

5. Objectives 

Our overall objective is to prevent exploitation (child prostitution, child labor and child trafficking) and migration of children by 

� improving living conditions and education standards; 

� helping children to take pride in themselves, restoring their dignity and strengthening their self-esteem; 

� raising awareness among families and communities about child trafficking;   

� instilling healthy values towards life and society and 

� encouraging the children to love and respect their own customs and culture 
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With this particular project, we aim to achieve the following: 

� to accommodate these students and broaden the access to education;  

� to provide a safe and humane living and learning environment. 

 

6. Implementation and ongoing management 

Since the rainy season started very early this year, we cannot implement the project until 

July as originally planned, but have to wait until autumn. The road to Mae La Noi is very 

steep and narrow and the village can hardly be reached during the rainy season. Only a 

wooden bridge connects the villagers with the nearest town. The first heavy rainfalls 

destroy the bridge every year, thus it has regularly to be rebuilt in autumn. Obviously, 

transportation during the rainy season is not possible.  

The building is scheduled to start in October 2007. The construction will be implemented 

by a local contactor under the supervision of Child’s Dream. We purchase the 

construction material at a local construction shop and arrange for the transportation to 

the site. As for all our projects, we encourage the local community to participate in the 

construction. It gives them a sense of pride and ownership, which means that they will 

look after the buildings better and know how to maintain them. We agreed with the 

community to provide the voluntary workers with daily meals.  

We will regularly check on the progress as well as the quality of the construction. Child’s 

Dream will also visit the project after completion in order to check the utilization and 

maintenance of the infrastructure. The school itself will be responsible for the 

maintenance work and for covering the running costs. 

 

  

 

7.  Final reporting 

As with all our projects, Child’s Dream will submit a detailed final report about the project summarizing all costs. 

 

8. Funding request 

We kindly ask you to support us in our quest to provide safe living conditions and education to the children in the Mae La Noi school in 

the total amount of THB 769,062.--. 

 

 

Chiang Mai, June 27
th
, 2007 

  

Child’s Dream Foundation 

 
Marc T. Jenni 

President 

Daniel M. Siegfried  

Board Member 

 


